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Built for the Run
15 Essential Racing Finds
By Jenny Willden

Race season is upon us, and whether you need a full 
apparel overhaul or just an updated item or two—we’ve 
got you covered. Here are a few of our runner-tested 
gear picks for racing and training.  

Men
Gordini Stash Lite Stretch 
Cold runs call for breathable gloves 
uniquely insulated with silk. When 
your hands warm up, compress them 
into the cuff pockets to stow them 
small. $30 gordini.com

Lululemon Surge Jacket 
Built for distance running, this jacket protects 
in light rain and has zip-open vents and 
stowable hood. Two zippered pockets stash 
stuff with a sleeve built in one to secure 
phones. $128 lululemon.com

Lululemon Metal Vent SS 
Stay fresh on your longest runs in 
this seamless tee with Silverescent® 
technology. It’s designed to resist 
odors no matter how much you 
sweat, so you’ll never smell like 
your gym bag again.  
$68 lululemon.com

Pearl Izumi Pursuit Singlet 
This race-ready singlet has modern 
cooling technology that really works 
powered by Ice-fil® and a ventilated 
mesh back and underarms, making it an 
ideal partner for your hottest runs.  
$40 pearlizumi.com

Pearl Izumi  
Pursuit 5” Shorts 
Created with speed in mind, the 
Pursuit uses Pearl Izumi’s own 
Transfer Dry fabric in the shorts and 
brief to keep you dry, odor-free, 
and cool when going the distance. 
$50 pearlizumi.com

Microsoft Band 2 
Data-obsessed runners will love this fitness 
tracker thanks to its many sensors: heart rate, skin 
temperature, V02 max, sleep monitoring, UV 
exposure, and built-in GPS for tracking distance 
and elevation. Pairs with the Microsoft Health 
app to further analyze your workout data.  
$249 microsoftstore.com

Nathan Sports Hipster 
Secure all your goods in this stretchy, 
no-bounce belt with multiple envelope-
style pockets that fit items big and 
small…even a iPhone 6 Plus! Doubles 
as a place to pin your race bib on.  
$25 runningwarehouse.com
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Jenny is a Utah native and Managing Editor of 
Outdoor Sports Guide. She studied journalism 
at Seattle University and is an avid traveler, 
snowboarder, and runner. A believer in the 
transformative power of distance running, Jenny 
also volunteers as a coach for Girls on the Run. 
Follow her adventures on Twitter @jennywillden 
and Instagram @jlwillden.

Brooks Adrenaline GTS 16 
Looking for a new favorite edition of this 
Brooks’ best-selling shoe? Called the Go-

To Shoe (GTS) for good reason, this 
updated model in their obsession-

worthy Kaleidoscope Print is 
supportive, seamless, and 
easy to run in right out of 

the box. A better impact-
absorbing design improves the 

plush factor without sacrificing 
performance. $120 brooksrunning.com

Balega Hidden 
Contour Sock 

Make your feet happy 
in this redesigned sock for 

runners who like underfoot 
protection but hate a bulky fit. Heel tabs and 
elastane construction lock your foot in place to 
prevent slippage. $11 backcountry.com

Obermeyer Sage 75 WT US Top 
While perhaps not be the first brand that comes to mind 
for running, this plush performance top is great for cool 
mornings. Plus, antimicrobial underarm mesh ensures 
that even if you get too warm…you won’t smell like it. 
$69 obermeyer.com

Lululemon All the Right Places Crop II 
Spacious thigh pockets and a seam-free front make 
this flattering capri a spring standout. Made of 
lightweight, compressive fabric that moves with 
you with hidden reflective details you can flip up to 
reveal when needed. $118 lululemon.com  

Lululemon Real Quick Short 
Focus on your race—not your gear—in this split 
short for fast runs. Five waistband pockets (one 
zippered) stash everything you need, and the 
smartly designed brief liner stays in place and 
has seams faced away from your skin to prevent 
chafing. $58 lululemon.com

Lululemon Rack Pack Bra 
This bra can hold more than your girls! 
Drop-in front pockets stash chapstick, 
cards, or even a phone without getting them 
sweaty next to skin. Provides high-impact 
support for A–B cup and medium support 
for C–D cup. $54 lululemon.com

Women
REI Co-op Tech Tee  
Get the wicking and quick-dry technology you 
need without the high cost! This polyester fitness 
tee has a not-too-tight cut that looks great with 
leggings and shorts. $19 rei.com

Pearl Izumi 
Escape Shrug 
Replace your arm 
warmers with a toasty 
shrug that’s easy to tote 
if you heat up. With mesh 
back for ventilation and UPF 
50 sun protection. Also perfect 
for cycling!  
$50 pearlizumi.com

















